This article describes the activities of knowledge accumulationbased entrepreneurship (KABE) in four wood craft firms in Indonesia, namely Radio Magno, Stranough Guitar Technologi, Secco Guitar, and Matoa Watch. The products of the four wood craft firms are able to compete and have market share for both domestic and foreign. This article shows some lessons from KABE: 1) educational background, knowledge and experience play a significant role in supporting KABE; 2) knowledge-based and learning activities support the ability of four creative wood craft firms in enhancing innovation and product development; 3) the idea, product concept and innovation have become important aspects in supporting the ability of the four wood craft firms in their strategies to enter the market and create market segment for their products; 4) ecosystems and cultural aspects are considered as important aspects in supporting the growth of creative industries. This article, accordingly, is convinced that human resources, learning activities and knowledge accumulation are important aspects for innovation and promotion of entrepreneurship in the creative industries.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The creative industry, a form of new industrial activity in tertiary sector, has recently become an important sector in modern economy (van der Pol, 2010) . Creative industry contributes to economic growth and employment, and represents the differentiation of economic activity based on cultural identity.
UNCTAD (2008) classified creative industries into four broad groups, namely heritage, arts, media, and functional creations. This classification shows subsector range from upstream activities with more traditional (heritage, arts) to downstream activities (media, functional creations) with more technological contents and closer to the market. Fuctional crafts, accordingly, became a subset of more modern forms of crafts with particular use.
Recently, attention has been paid to the significancy of creative industries in the economy. Knowledge and technology advancement have been contributing to the growth of new forms and varieties of creative services and products. In relation to the significancy of knowledge and human capital, Protogerou, Kontolaimou, and Caloghirou (2017) mentioned that the human capital of the founders as well as the specific firms' characteristics play a significant role in the innovative activity of firms in the creative industries. Simillarly, Lassen, McKelvey, and Ljungberg (2018) proved a higher level of knowledge intensity from knowledge intensive enterpreneurship (KIE) firms in creative industries, with higher educational attainment of both founders and employees.
In relation to the forms of innovation of creative industries, Verganti (2009) stated that design-driven innovation (DDI) potentially develop a radically new meaning to a product. A study conducted by Kembaren, Simatupang, Larso, and Wiyancoko (2014) showed that DDI process on five design-preneurs is by delivering a new meaning of their products and actively immerse in a design discourse. This article, accordingly, focuses on entrepreneurial activities based on knowledge accumulation-based innovation of the firms in creative industries.
The linkage between creative industries and the differentiation of economic activity is based on cultural identity. This represents the magnitude of opportunities for the emergence of new types of economic activities within the framework of knowledge-based economy (KBE). The characteristics of creative industry also provides opportunities for the growth of entrepreneurship in the economy. Entrepreneurship in the creative industries has the characteristic of knowledge accumulation-based entrepreneurship (KABE) as it is based on the capacity of knowledge owned by individuals, which has been acquired through learning from formal education, learning by interacting with creative industries environment and learning by doing in workplaces. Creativity, furthermore, can be realized in various forms of product innovation in accordance with the characteristics of the creative industries.
More specific to Indonesian creative industries, sectoral development priorities have been set in promoting the growth of creative industries. Strategies and targets have been set to encourage the development of creative industries sub-sectors that are potential in 1) Generating economic growth 2) Contributing to employment 3) Increasing potential for export growth.
The Government of Indonesia focuses on six sub sectors that are potential to contributing to economic growth, namely 1) Movies, animations and videos 2) Application and games developer 3) Music 4) Fashion 5) Crafts 6) Culinary
In relation to the significance of these subsectors, this article will examine knowledge and innovation which are critical in encouraging entrepreneurship activities in the creative industries.
In relation to the role of science and technology, this article reveals that aspects of science, technology and innovation constitute important parts in supporting economic agents to enter into industrial activities. This article ilustrates the way aspects of science, technology and innovation play a role and become an inherent part of KABE activities in the creative industries. Related to the importance of science and technology, it is necessary to study "how KABE plays a role in supporting the growth of entrepreneurship in the creative industries".
II. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Innovation activities describe the activities of economic agents in creating new products and generating economic value. Innovation activities developed in the market are related to the work of innovation system. Innovation system (Lundvall, 1992; Malerba, 2002) refers to the activity of the main elements of the innovation system, the role of each element, and interaction between those elements. In addition, Nelson (1993) stated that the innovation system refers to the existence of innovation process in innovation system itself. This innovation system describes agents and institutions (rule of the game), as well as form of interaction and activity that affect the form of activity, types and performance of innovation.
Literatures on entreprepreneurship show that entrepreneurship activities become an important part in supporting the work of innovation system. Schumpeter (1942) , for example, stated that entrepreneurship is not only creating something new, but also involving innovation. This is a different view from entrepreneurship according to Kirzner (1973) , which stated that the entrepreneur is as an arbitrator. Entrepreneurs, according to Kirzner, are economic actors who perform activities which meet market needs by utilizing production activities. Radosevic, Yoruk, Edquist, and Zabala (2012) , described entrepreneurship from two viewpoints: entrepreneurship as a 1) micro phenomenon and 2) macro phenomenon. This article accordingly considers entrepreneurship from the micro aspect by putting the activities of an entrepreneur to recognize opportunities and ideas, to combine activities in realizing opportunities towards economic activities. This perspective of entrepreneurship is closely related to the view of entrepreneurs as economic agents who take opportunities for economic value.
The perspective of entrepreneurship as a macro phenomenon describes entrepreneurship activities which rely on the activity of innovation system. However, in terms of creative industries, entrepreneurship is rather more knowledge accumulation which emphasizes the development of new activities based on the utilisation of knowledge and intellectual resources and by involving interaction with ecosystem of creative industries.
This article proposes KABE framework in viewing entrepreneurial activites in creative industries such as in functional craft subsector.
The nature of creative industries differs from hitech sectors with knowledge intensive and rellies on massive R&D activities. Creative industries sectors are those which have their origin in individual creativity, skills and talents. Creativity, knowledge and learning become fundamental for the entrepreneurs in these sectors. In relation to innovation and entrepreneurship, Stoneman (2010) stated that there are three broad types of innovation in creative industries, namely 1) Technology innovation 2) Business model innovation 3) Creative ('aesthetic' or 'soft') innovation More specific to soft innovation, Stoneman (2010) defined soft innovation as that of which reflects changes of an aesthetic nature of products. Human capital, knowledge capacity and environmenta accordingly, become prime movers of innovation and entrepreneurship in creative industris. Mooney (1963) convinced that environment (creative environments; where creation occurs), product (creative products), process (creative process) and person (creative person) ascertain creativity of individuals are being used in order to meet their expectations.
III. METHODOLOGY
This study utilized a qualitative approach by doing case studies on creative industries firms. Data and information were collected and analyzed by using KABE framework. This article combined aspects of KIE (Radosevic et al, 2012) and KABE that is plausible for assessing the phenomena of entrepreneurship in the creative industries.
Case studies conducted in four wood craft firms, which produce functional craft such as guitar and wooden watch. Case selection is based on the characteristics of firms which perform DDI (Verganti, 2008) : 1) Their product delivers a new meaning to the existing materials or products.
2) Their product is indigenous and has a unique position (brand identity) in the market.
3) Their product has already received some kind of awards or recognitions.
A qualitative interview utilized to conduct the interviews, as shown in Table 1 . 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Entrepreneurial Activities
This section describes the activities of KABE of the wood-craft firms namely Radio Magno, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar and Matoa Watch. KABE are related to how they perceive and manifest entrepreneurial activity by referring to technology, market, institutional opportunities, environment, learning and knowledge accumulation and innovation for doing entrepreneurship in creative industries. 
B. Elements of KABE
KABE refers to the three aspects of opportunities, namely technological, market and institutional opportunities. This section will examine how each of the actors raised the opportunities and manifested them in KABE activities.
Technological Opportunities
Technological opportunities emerge from capabilities owned by the entrepreneurs. Technological capabilities of an entrepreneur will create capabilities for doing production activity and market penetration. Related to the technological opportunities, this article shows two important Learning activity is needed in supporting KABE. This learning activity influences the emergence of KABE activities as well as in maintaining the existence and sustainability of KABE undertaken. KABE needs to respond the dynamics of industrial sector, market and economy in general. Knowledge and technological capabilities of all firms become foundation in supporting their successful business development.
The owner of Radio Magno has a strong concept of innovation and new product development. His educational background and experience in art and design provides technological opportunities to produce new products. The owner Radio Magno developed prototypes of Radio Magno as a project required for graduation of his study at ITB. Moreover, knowledge development activities are carried out through interaction between owners and the environment to support the design process and production activities. Singgih S. Kartono of Radio Magno conducts learning activities by applying the concept of flowing process and harmonizing the designing activities with economic, social and cultural dynamics.
Secco Guitar owner, Yosefat Wenardi, has knowledge and technology capacity based on his educational background. The owner graduated from mechanical engineering with major in acoustic technology. Moreover, the owner maintains learning and networking activities to improve his capacity in the customed guitar making. Learning activities are conducted by involving market dynamics and referring to the concepts and specifications of the guitar needed by the customer. Product concept and design are done by developing opportunities in the use of local materials. The owner also views Indonesian cultural diversity as a source that can be utilized to support KABE in creative industries.
The owner of Stranough Guitar Technology, Hanung, has knowledge and technological capacities in the process of making electric guitars. This ability is obtained from learning process both from his formal education and from his interaction with "luthiers" all around the world. Learning activities have been conducted by Hanung and all employees in developing portable electric guitar products. Interaction with customers also becomes a learning channel.
The founder of Matoa Watch, Lucky D. Aria has a knowledge capacity from his formal education. Knowledge development is carried out through a collaborative process with colleagues who have the knowledge and technology capacity needed to support his KABE activities. The learning process is conducted in the development of new products related to the production process, design, technological contents, material utilization and marketing strategies in the market.
Market Opportunities
Market opportunities define a particular opportunities that arise from the market aspects. Market structures and market characteristics affect the opportunities for the entrepreneurs to enter the industry. In relation to the KABE, market opportunities, technological capacity and innovation, capacitate the entrepreneur's ability to enter and develop their business activities.
The structure of the electronics industry for radio products is generally dominated by multinational firms, such as Sony, JVC, Samsung, Panasonic, and others. Domestic producers such as Polytron, Akari and National have a small market share. Consequently, Singgih S. Kartono with Magno Radio should be able to enter the niche market. By doing this, Radio Magno sets strategies to develop classic wooden radio. Knowledge capacity and product concepts built by Singgih have been able to help create a segmented market for Magno radio.
Tabel 6. Market Opportunities
Radio Magno
Segmented market; innovation in product meaning Stranough Guitar Technology Niche market; a concept of "down to earth" product Secco Guitar Segmented market; innovation in product meaning Matoa Watch Niche market; design-driven innovation Similar to Singgih, Hanung with his Stranough Guitar has been able to make an entry into the industry by developing a new concept and product innovations. Market opportunities for new product development occur initially through a mechanism of interaction between producer and users. Hanung, previously, produced "Lapstic Guitar" for users and marketed in Europe. The Tripper Guitar is a brand that has been developed for domestic market. As a result, Hanung's ability to meet the needs of the "niche market" has created new market opportunities.
Yosefat Wenardi with his customized guitar competed in the classic guitar market by bringing customized guitar products. His knowledge capacity on material, mechanical, and acoustic technology capacitates Yosefat Wenardi to produce superior product to penetrate the market.
Lucky D. Aria does the some efforts to enter high competitive wooden watch market. The owner of Matoa Watch develops a new brand "Nusantara''. In doing this, the owner of Matoa Watch utilizes local materials and designs. In addition, the owner sets marketing concept and strategy to be able to penetrate export market.
Innovation becomes an important part of KABE in creative industries. Magno Radio, for example, was developed by Singgih with a strong product concept of classical wooden radio. This has contributed to the Radio Magno ability to create segmented market. The tripper guitar was developed by Muhamad Satria Nugraha through innovation in the design and functionality. The Table 7 .
Market and Innovation Aspects
Radio Magno
Entry market by product-meaning improvement Stranough Guitar Technology Entry market with product innovation Secco Guitar Entry market with product-meaning improvement Matoa Watch Entry market with branding product concept developed is an electric guitar that can be played "anytime and anywhere". This has become a new idea againts the use of electric guitars that are generally played in limited ways and by using amplifiers. The concept of product innovation in Stranough Guitar provides an opportunity for Stranough Guitar to compete in the market. Josepath Wenardi has made a customized guitar with fine design and acoustic quality. The concept of a customized guitar developed by Joseph Wenardi has been able to make Secco Guitar as one of the famous guitars in the market today. Meanwhile, Lucky D. Aria innovates a wooden watch by developing a brand image. Matoa Watch is an Indonesian wooden watch with high quality of local wood materials. The innovation concept of Matoa Watch has been put in marketing strategies by using after-sales service. This concept makes Matoa Watch has been able to compete in the wooden watch market.
Innovation, entrepreneurship and market
Technological capabilities and innovation are closely related to the KABE. Technological and innovation capabilities provide an opportunity for the actor to engage in entrepreneurship activities with the aim of manifesting ideas. The case of KABE on Magno Radio, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar and Matoa Watch has shown the pattern mentioned above. The owners started their business activities to manifest their expectation to be able to produce their own products. Cases of Radio Magno, Secco Guitar and Stranough Guitar 
Institutional Opportunities/Creative Industries Ecosystem
In relation to the government development policies and programs, including legislation, economic policies, and institutional opportunities, ,to promote sectoral growth, including the creation of an environment thatstimulate the growth of new business activities. These public support aspects give opportunities for the development of KABE.
Related to the case studies of the four wooden craft firms, Singgih S. Kartono of Radio Magno considers that government needs to focus on how to develop high value-added woodwork industries. This is contrasted with the current level of policies implementation related to potential resources and market opportunities that enable Indonesian woodwork industries to compete in the global market.
The founder of Stranough Guitar Technology, on the other hand, considers a positive impact from the dynamics of the development of the creative city in Bandung. The process of developing his entrepreneurship activities has been benefited from the ecosystem of creative industries in Bandung. Related to the learning activities, technological capacities development and innovation, Radio Magno owners get a positive impact from Bandung society which is rich in human resources, educational levels and ecosystem dynamics of Bandung creative industries.
Similarly, the founder of Secco Guitar considers the existence of conducive climate for the development of creative industries in Bandung. Structure, culture and government policies have a positive effect on KABE development. The Bandung societies are rich in potential for learning activities for the development of the creative industries.
The founder of Matoa Watch considers the existence of a positive influence on the dynamics of the Bandung creative city. The growth of service sectors and tourism influence a conducive climate for doing business. Located near the capital city of Jakarta, Bandung is relatively rich with sources of growth related to innovation system. The growth of tertiary sectors in Bandung also affects learning activities and interactions among sources of knowledge.
Economic and market policies on entrepreneurship activities
All wooden craft makers perceived that the government lacks in knowledge and understanding on how to support the creative industries. In terms of legislation, the government policy is considered lacking of coordination in its formulation, implementation and evaluation. The government policy on the woodwork industry stipulates Indonesia's timber legality assurance system (standard verifikasi legalitas kayu or SVLK). For example, SVLK does not regulate the development of woodwork industries as it does not cover an issue on how to maintain the sustainability material supply needed by microeconomic sectors. Consequently, woodwork firms are negatively affected by this regulation. Woodwork firms are required to comply with regulations without giving them options on how they obtain raw materials in accordance with this regulation.
KABE activities run by four craft industry actors above illustrate the linkage of innovationbased entrepreneurship in creative industries. The educational background of each actor represents how the capacity of knowledge, science and technology constitute important factors of their activities. Four KAB entrepreneurs achieve their knowledge capacity through formal education. The case studies undertaken indicate the role of education as an important factor in generating human resources in the creative industries.
The case studies show that government policies are important in maintaining the sustainability KABE in creative industries. Four KAB entrepreneurs (Magno Radio, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar, and Matoa Watch) represent the outcomes of the work of creative industries ecosystem. The owners of four firms were educated in the education system in Bandung. They recognized the rapidly growing creative industries and positively impacted well-built creative industries ecosystem in Bandung. At present, the Bandung Municipality is developing a focus on development "design" as fundamental to develop Bandung's creative industries.
Complementarity among aspects of KABE (market opportunities, technological opportunities, institutional opportunities)
Case studies of four KAB entrepreneurs (Radio Magno, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar, and Matoa Watch) illustrate that KABE can be undertaken by individuals by combining the utilization of opportunities: market, technological and institutional . In the case of Radio Magno, Secco Guitar and Stranough Guitar, these owners posses knowledge and technological capacity based on their educational backgrounds and experiences. Knowledge and technological capacities become the main aspect in addressing the need for innovation to be able to enter the industries. Learning and knowledge accumulation activities are utilized by entrepreneurs to support their KABE. The case of "Matoa Watch" is different, as the owner collaborates with his colleagues to support his KABE.
The four entrepreneurs are creative individuals with ideas to create competitive products. Four entrepreneurs have the same patterns by creating a particular product that is perceived to be able to enter the niche market. Strategies are set by creating strong product concept, design, functionality and uniqueness that distinguished them from similar products in the market. So far, this strategy provides the ability of their products to compete in the market.
The four entrepreneurs considered that institutional aspects, such as government policies in supporting the development of the creative industry were not yet optimal. The government does not have a focus related to the public support, especially related to their activities. Related to the institutional aspects, there are still many obstacles faced by woodwork industry players such as Magno Radio, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar, and Matoa Watch. Regulations, such as SVLK and burdens downstream by increasing production costs also do not support this industry.
Regarding intellectual property rights (IPR) for creative industries, the four entrepreneurs protect their intellectual property by creating "trademarks" which are registered with the Director General of IPR. One of the obstacles is the phenomenon of plagiarism. As illustration, Singgih S. Kartono with Magno Radio faced this problem. The similar products of classical wooden-radio circulated in the domestic market. Singgih, accordingly, views this phenomenon as government responsibility to enforce the law. On the other hand, Singgih considers that problem solving does not need to be done through "punisment" but by "fostering" regulation implementation. The alleged are individuals who also have technological and production capabilities, but their creativity needs to be directed in the proper way. In relation to the concept of KABE, the entrepreneurs are able to combine opportunities, learning activities and knowledge accumulation for KABE in creative industries.
Ecosystems and Cultural Aspects in Supporting KABE in Creative Industries
Ecosystems and cultural aspects have become important parts needed in the development of creative industries. The character of the creative industries, which are different from the manufacturing industries, is much influenced by the economic, social, and cultural values of the societies. The framework for creative industries development is now starting to shift from a policy of encouraging conventional creative industries towards a policy framework to create ecology that is needed by creative industries to grow (UNCTAD, 2008) .
Singgih S. Kartono founded "Piranti Works" in Kandangan Village, Temanggung, Central Java. The rural area is purposely chosen by Singgih to support design and production process. The concept of modern craft is set by the owner and by getting closer to the raw material. In addition, the rural atmosphere is chosen by Singgih to support its activities in the process of design and production that require precision to produce craft products. Human resources who work in "Piranti Works" are supplied from the surrounding area. The owner develops a concept of village empowerment. In addition, Singgih develops nurseries for various tree species that is needed for the production process. This is done to preserve nature and to support sustainability of his business.
The presentation of case studies on the four creative industries of the woodwork firms as mentioned above illustrates that the KABE has an effect on the ability of each actor to compete and create market segment for their products. Knowledge, learning activities, technological capabilities and innovation, are keys for four craft-based creative entrepreneurs to conduct KABE in the creative industries. These entrepreneurs are able to create functional crafts with high economic value-added.
Lesson Learned: Radio Magno, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar and Matoa Watch
The four case studies conducted has given some lessons learned as follows.
Educational Bacground, knowledge and experience
Knowledge and innovation capacities are important aspects for the entrepreneurs in conducting KABE in the creative industries. The case study of Radio Magno, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar and Matoa show that educational background plays important role for their business activities. Knowledge gained from formal education and the experiences of the owners become a fundamental aspec in doing KABE. Each of the KAB entrepreneurs conduct activities in accordance with the knowledge gained from their formal education background.
Existing Knowledge and Learning Activities
Knowledge and learning activities are important aspects in supporting KABE in the creative industries. Knowledge capacity represents an accumulation of existing knowledge and the outcomes of the continuous learning process. Knowledge capacity is an important part for KAB entrepreneurs in the creative industries. The case studies of wooden craft entrepreneurs conduct learning activities to enhance knowledge capacity, science and technology, and innovation with the aim to maintain their capacities in dealing with economic dynamics. Learning activities are carried out to generate ideas and concepts for the new product development and the demands of innovation for sustainability of business activities. Learning activities for each actor are carried out in the area of value chain of doing business in creative industries. Singgih S. Kartono, for example, conducts learning activities to support the sustainability of his business. The concept of using wooden materials is set by creating less material for more products. Joseph Wenardi conducts learning activities to explore the potential of the local wooden materials to produce high quality products, design development, and acoustics of customized guitar produced. Hanung conducts learning with a producer-buyer network and develops a concept of "a more down-to-earth guitar" products. Lucky D. Aria of Matoa Watch, conducts learning activities by involving a collaborative process to run his company activities. Product development and innovation are carried out for the use of local wood material and product development with strong character of the Indonesian nuances. The concept of product development and innovation are made to create environmental-friendly products.
Ideas, Strong Product Concepts and Innovations
The case studies conducted on Magno Radio, Secco Guitar, Stranough Guitar and Matoa Watch showed that each KAB entrepreneurs were individuals who were rich in ideas and creativities. Knowledge capacity and creativity spirit encouraged the entrepreneurs to develop business activities based on ideas in the creative industries. Singgih S. Kartono of Radio Magno had strong ideas and developed "modern craft" activities in rural area. As a result, Magno Radio was able to penetrate the domestic and export market.
Secco Guitar and Stranough Guitar had a similar pattern that the owners developed creative ideas for new market segments. The product concepts developed by the two entrepreneurs weree conducted by creating product that was inherent in the character of each customer. Hanung innovated by developing "The Tripper; Play the Guitar anytime any where". The portable electric guitar can be played without having to rely on electricity and the use of amplifiers. This kind of electric guitar could be played by only using a headset to avoid noise. Hanung maintains product development activities to prioritize a concept guitar as part of everyday life.
Meanwhile, Secco Guitar aims to create a high-end market segment with the concept of customed-classic guitar. Secco Guitar's innovation was done by developing classic designs and using of the best domestic wooden materials to produce distinctive sound characters. As a result, Secco Guitar has been able to compete with other well-known classical guitar products.
Starting from a wooden watch gifted by his parents, Lucky D. Aria of Matoa Watch had the idea to create a similar product originally from Indonesia. His knowledge capacity in the field of management has encouraged Lucky D. Aria to collaborate with colleagues to design wooden watch made from local wooden materials. Matoa watch products have been developed with the concept of utilization of waste materials. Matoa Watch was created with an environmental-friendly and minimizing energy use. The use of local materials is one of the strategies to present Indonesian nuances. Market entry has been done with online marketing strategy through the internet and develops marketing outlets in the high market segment. Other marketing strategies include guarantee for after sales market with spare parts replacement. The packaging on the Matoa Watch is made from wooden container which is used as decoration. As a result, Matoa Watch has been able to penetrate and compete in the global market.
V. CONCLUSION
KABE represents development of entrepreneurial activity in the creative industries. Modern economies recognize science, technology and innovation aspects as sources of sustainable economic growth. Economic growth could even be associated with the ability of the economies to enhance innovation as a source of growth. Entrepreneurship in the context of modern economies has also progressed towards KABE which refers to the entrepreneurial activities based on the knowledge utilization of individual entrepreneurs. KABE refers to entrepreneurial activity that is supported by the capacity of knowledge, technology and innovation of the entrepreneurs.
Encouraging the growth of KABE needs to be done in all economic sectors. Creative industries grow from varieties of new business activities based on creativity. The concept of KABE should be developed to encourage the growth of creative industry subsectors. KABE in the wooden craft firms for example, reflects knowledge-based entrepreneurship in the creative industries.
The craft subsector is one of the four leading creative industries in Indonesia. The development of the craft industries in Indonesia needs to be done by referring to the magnitude of Indonesia's potential of raw materials sources and cultural aspects that facilitate the development of wood craft industry. KABE becomes a concept that is in line with the direction of the future development of wooden craft industry in Indonesia. KABE in the wood craft industry will encourage the development of such industries that produce products, both art products and functional crafts with high economic-value added.
The case studies showed that the founders of the four wooden craft firms reflect KABE in the creative industries. Each of entrepreneurs performs entrepreneurial activities as ilustrated in the KABE view. The manifestation of KABE is carried out by completing complementarity of all aspects of KABE.
Knowledge, technological capabilities and innovation are important parts of the success of KABE activities in the wooden craft creative industries. Knowledge capacity becomes a basis for their ability to develop ideas and creativities. Technological capabilities and learning activities carried out have an effect on supporting their ability to develop new products and innovations. Knowledge, learning and technological capabilities become major factors for their competitiveness in the industries, being able to enter and compete in the market In relation to KABE, this article finds some important lessons as follows. 1) Educational background, knowledge, and experience of the founder play signinicant roles for the KAB entrepreneurs in doing business in the creative industries.
2) Existing knowledge and learning activities are carried out as part of the KABE.
3) Ideas, a strong product concept and innovation are important parts of entrepreneurs' competitiveness.
4) Ecosystems and cultural aspects are influential in creating the potential for the development of creative industries and in supporting the sustainability of the creative industries in the economy.
The learning points, as mentioned, contributed to the KABE. This article accordingly is convincing that KABE has become an important form of entrepreneurship in creative industries. The case study of wooden craft firms showed that human resources, knowledge and learning activities are crucial for promoting entrepreneurship in creative industries.
